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Foreign enterprises intend to protect their trademarks while entering

Chinese market, especially when there are huge commercial interests

involved. The best solution would be registration of the trademark with

China’s Trademark Office. To avoid any unnecessary losses, they

should consider registration even before entering into Chinese market.

This is the most cost-efficient and most effective way to prevent rush

registration to trademark. Should their trademarks are infringed, we

urge them to take legal actions by filing complaints to competent

Chinese authorities against the infringers.

Quote from Mr. Zhang Mao, minister 

of SAIC of his answers to journalists

I. Protection of Trademarks in Chinese
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“Do as the Romans do”, for both European brands entering the

Chinese market or the other way round, localization, fusion of

products and cultural difference are all issues to be considered.

Usually, foreign brands entering into Chinese market would be

accompanied with a Chinese equivalent, which is the need for

communication and spread of the information to customers with

Chinese as the mother tongue, as well as the need for report and

advertisement in the Chinese media.

It is important to translate the names of foreign trademarks into

Chinese. Proper translation would directly pass the influence of the

trademark on to the consumers and thereby generate huge

commercial benefits.

I. Protection of Trademarks in Chinese
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Common Method of Translating the Names of Foreign 

Trademarks into Chinese

1. Transliteration

To express the foreign trademark with

Chinese characters of similar

pronunciation. The combination of

Chinese characters does not carry any

specific meaning but is only used for

its pronunciation and calligraphic

shape. This technique would result in a

Chinese equivalent that sounds similar

to the foreign trademark, which is of

relatively inherent distinctiveness.

Proper translation would bring

beautiful visions pictured by the

consumers.

Foreign name：adidas

Chinese name：阿迪达斯

Foreign name ：safeguard

Chinese name:舒肤佳
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2.Literal translation

To directly translate the foreign language into Chinese by keeping the

meaning of the original text. Such a technique would keep the meaning

of the Chinese translation in line with the origin foreign one, which

facilitates recognition by the consumers.

Foreign name: Apple

Chinese name:苹果

Foreign name: Volkswagen

Chinese name:大众汽车
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Foreign name: Coca Cola

Chinese name:可口可乐

3. Combination of transliteration and literal translation

This technical would bring the most satisfactory effect when neither

transliteration nor literal translation per se could not create the ideal

result.

Foreign name:

MICKEY    MOUSE

Chinese name:米老鼠
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Foreign name: STARBUCKS

Chinese name:星巴克

As is shown in the above cases,

proper translation of the foreign

trademark may serve as a

successful advertisement. The

Chinese translation of some foreign

brands are not only consistent with

the foreign equivalent in

pronunciation and meaning, but

also add a marvelous touch so as to

fuse the trademark to the products

and thereby generate huge brand

value.

4. Liberal translation ：

To translate the meaning of the

foreign trademark into Chinese.

Foreign name: Microsoft

Chinese name:微软
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China started using the international classification of

goods and services for trademark registration since 1988.

Officially joining the Nice Agreement in 1994, China has

actively participated in the modification and enrichment

of the Nice classification by incorporating several China-

specific goods. On basis of the 10th edition of the Nice

classification, the Trademark Office has revised the 2012

Table for Differentiating Similar Goods and Services for

several times. The edition in current use is the 10th

edition of the Table for Differentiating (2016 edition)

II. China’s Trademark Classification System
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The Trademark Law and Implementing Regulations of the

Trademark Law, which entered into effect on May 1 2014,

have made substantial changes to China’s trademark

registration system. The former restriction that a trademark

may only be registered on a class, i.e., one class one

application, to registration on multiple classes through one

application, i.e., multi-class application of one trademark

Article 22 of the Trademark Law

A trademark registration applicant may, in a single

application, apply for registration of the same trademark on

goods of different classes.

III. Proper Use of Multi-class Application of One Trademark
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Advantages of Multi-class Application of One Trademark

The paperwork is streamlined. Only one copy of registration

application and annex(es) are needed. Trademark modification,

renewal and transfer and other post grant procedures are

streamlined accordingly.

The application would be examined by one examiner, which

would help ensure consistency of the examination standard,

enhance examination efficiency and consistency of examination

progress.

The cost of examination would be lowered
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Non-thoroughness and Disadvantages of Multi-

class Application of One Trademark

Granting would be delayed in the case of

disagreement of division or failure to divide in

the prescribed time limit.

Division of application is only possible in the

case of registration examination leads to a partial

rejection. Division is not possible in any other

stage.
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Article 22 Where the Trademark Office refuses an application for trademark registration on a part of

the designated goods, the applicant may file a divisional application for the part which has been

granted initial approval, and the date of application of the divisional application shall be the same as

that of the parent application.

If necessary, the applicant shall file an application for division with the Trademark Office within 15

days of receipt of the Notice on Partial Refusal of a Trademark Registration Application.

After receiving the application for division, the Trademark Office shall divide the original application

into two pieces, assign a new application number to the divisional application which has been granted

initial approval, and publish it.

The trademark applicant shall weigh the advantages over the disadvantages for each specific cases.

Where a number of trademark are intended to be registered on goods/services of various classes, the

registrant may consider multi-class application of one trademark

Relevant Provisions of Implementing Regulations 

of the Trademark Law
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Article 22 A trademark registration applicant shall, according to the

prescribed classification of goods, enter the class and designation of

goods on which the trademark is to be used, and file an application

for registration.

IV. Non-standard Goods/Services

Article 15 The name of the goods or service shall be entered

according to the class number and name indicated in the table of

classification of commodities and services. Where the name of the

goods or service is not included in the table of classification of goods

and services, a description of the goods or service shall be attached.
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In practice, items not in the Table for Differentiating Similar Goods and

Services, i.e., non-standard goods/services, may be accepted

Goods under Class 9: USB card readers

The Trademark Office has announced 3 lists (altogether about 3000) items

that are deemed acceptable though not in the Table for Differentiating

Similar Goods and Services. It would announce more non-standard

goods/services in the future.

For example:

Non-standard Goods/Services

Goods under Class 30: toffee
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If the goods/service items are too broad (not specific), or not

clearly stated, so that they do not indicate the specific class,

or indicate multiple classes, they are not acceptable.

Use of formal items in the Table for Differentiating Similar

Goods and Services would facilitate the trademark registration

process and help the applicant to acquire the exclusive rights to

use trademarks

For example:

Goods that are too broad: rice products

Goods that are not clearly stated: electronic business

Non-standard Goods/Services
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Thank You!


